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A. Project summary

The increasing power of computers should be used not just to solve larger more complex
problems but also to produce more attractive programming environments. This proposal
explores the concept that environments that integrate interpretative and compiled subsystems
are an attractive way of combining productivity with high performance. We intend
to use Web technology, especially Java, to build prototype systems which explore the interpreter/compiler integration for both sequential and parallel systems.

Our central idea is a front end compiler that produces intermediate code for what we
call II/CVM (Integrated Interpretative/Compiled Virtual Machine) which can be implemented by either a high performance runtime or flexible interpretative mode. This research complements and builds on existing commercial activity as we focus on two areas - scientific computing and support of large scale data parallelism - which are outside the commercial mainstream. We have already initiated a community activity studying the use of Java in scientific and engineering computation which will help us make certain that our work is synergistic with and not competitive with commercial efforts. Qualitatively one can view our front end compiler as similar to the javac compiler’s function of producing JavaVM bytecodes. The II/CVM will naturally need the study of such issues as Just in Time compilation, dynamic linking, remote loading, garbage collection, stack handling, communication latency hiding and the invocation of high performance pre-compiled runtime. Our research will lead to insights on the tradeoffs in placing optimizations either in the front end compiler or in the dynamic runtime supporting the new hybrid Virtual Machine.

This project builds on our previous research in HPF where we have produced a very robust public domain front end which we will modify to support the II/CVM front end compiler. Further our Darpa funded PCRC activity has produced parallel compiler runtime which can support Fortran, C++ and Java drivers and this will be a central part of the runtime support for the II/CVM. Note that languages such as HPF are natural for hybrid environments as they largely achieve parallelism by identifying (by either automatic methods or user specification) coarse grain parallel constructs such as array primitives and forall statements which are then implemented by efficient runtime. Such a coarse grain analysis can in the spirit of MATLAB or APL, be implemented with an interpreter as this would not have significant overhead. We in fact built a successful but not sustainable prototype HPF interpreter in 1993-94 which we intend to essentially generalize here. We see web technology now gives us appropriate infrastructure which we can use to build far more effective systems than was possible 3 years ago. In summary, the objectives of this research include:

- Identification of issues in optimal integration of interpretation and compilation techniques for parallel language systems.
- Study of the impact of the hybrid environments on performance for scientific and engineering applications.
- Development of a set of technologies that aim at a high performance language system with interpreted (Java) front end supported by compiled parallel runtime for solving scientific and engineering problems. Although not the central theme, this proposal will contribute to the understanding of the different ways of incorporating data parallelism in Java.

This proposal funds work at Syracuse University which is collaborative with the strong Compiler groups at Peking University and Harbin Institute of Technology whose local funding brings a major outside contribution to this proposed work.
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C. Project Description

C-1. Motivation of the proposed work

Tremendous advances in microprocessor performance and networking technology in the past decades has produced the following scenario: a personal computer today delivers higher performance than a mainframe could do 20 years ago; a vast sum of accessible computing power exists world wide.

Many consequences result from this scenario. Although the debate over compiler vs interpreter led to a focus for scientific computing in compilation about two decades ago, the fact that an interpreted program runs fast today than a compiled program ran 20 years ago suggests that the use of interpretation technology may be revisited. Besides the popularity of Perl, Tcl, and Python, etc., this evidence is best manifested by the overwhelming success of Java programming language, which is largely due to its underlying interpreted nature.

Nevertheless, it remains a fact that interpretation is slower than compilation-execution model within the same hardware technology. Thus, a trend is to merge (integrate) the two technologies, as exemplified by JIT compiler in Java virtual machine, built-in computational functions in MATLAB, and as well as an earlier instance — interpreted front-end supported by data parallel runtime in *LISP on CM2. Parallel computing research has in fact shown the importance of relative coarse grain units such as array primitives in HPF and they are naturally supported by interpretable front ends.

Another important trend is the growing availability of excellent distributed computing software aimed at web applications — this includes Java language support as well as sophisticated servers such as Jeeves and Jigsaw. We have suggested that this provides good infrastructure on which to build scientific computing environments that combine user productivity and high performance execution [47]. As part of a set of studies of high end computing ten years from now (the so called Petaflop studies), we proposed the hybrid environment shown in Figure 1 which links a sophisticated interpreted problem solving environment to a machine specific optimized runtime [56]. In this project, we focus on a small part of this environment — what are the key issues raised by hybrid interpreted/compiled environments to support computational science.

We intend to base our implementations on adapting infrastructure developed for parallel Fortran (HPF) to a Java based environment. We are encouraged by the recent meetings (http://www.npac.syr.edu/projects/javaforse) at Supercomputing'96 and Syracuse. There several papers suggested Java can offer a combination of an attractive object oriented language, high performance compilers, and interpreted applet mode.

However our research will focus on the general issues of hybrid (compiled and interpreted) environments using the Java based system as a particular exampler. As well as native compilers, we will also integrate Just in Time (JIT) concepts as they have shown already dramatic performance increases including more than an order of magnitude on the Linpack benchmark.
C-2. Objective and expected significance

The objectives of this research include:

- Identify issues in optimal integration of interpretation and compilation techniques for parallel language systems.

- Study the impact of these issues on performance for scientific and engineering applications.

- Develop a set of technologies that aim at a high performance language system with interpreted (Java) front end supported by compiled parallel runtime for solving scientific and engineering problems.

The significance of the proposed activity may be observed in the following facets.

- While the effectiveness of interpreted languages on text processing tasks (or in general, $O(n)$ algorithms) is well accepted, how it can best help (or can not help at all) scientific and engineering applications, in the context of contemporary computer technologies, is not well understood.
While the higher performance of compiled programs over interpreted counterparts is well known, the inconvenience (and inefficiency!) of

\texttt{edit-compile-link-run-crash-start-it-all-over-again}

process is also commonly recognized.

This research addresses the potentials of bringing the benefit of both technologies together in a contemporary setting.

- Compilation and interpretation technologies are actually merging, as seen in JIT compiler and graphics runtime support in Java system, but this is happening in an \textit{ad hoc} way, which does not consider the special constraints of parallel computing and science and engineering applications.

- While issues in parallel processing with compiled code have been studied extensively, not much is known as to how large scale parallel processing may benefit from an interpreted environment, which has obvious advantages for users.

- As we have described [16], Java naturally links (data parallel) time-stepped simulations with large scale event-driven object based systems.

\textbf{C-3. Proposed Research and Experimental System}

We intend to build our research on top of a set of experiments using an experimental system which will allow us to examine different ways of integrating compilation and interpretation techniques. We introduce, as in Figure 2, a new virtual machine (II/CVM or Integrated Interpreted/Compiled VM) which can be thought of as generalizing (to data parallelism) and focusing (to scientific computing) the successful Java VM. This hybrid virtual machine is fed by a \textit{frame processor} or compiler (somewhat analogous to javac for the Java VM) called II/CVM compiler.

- The \textit{frame processor} converts the application program into an intermediate form, and performs certain analysis, and possible restructuring, in addition to syntax and semantics checking. The result will be a partially ordered set of \textit{interpretive frames}.

- Under supervision of the virtual machine/scheduler, the actions specified in a frame may be performed in one of the three ways.
  
  - Executed by an \textit{interpretive module} directly.
  - Some precompiled \textit{computational library} function is invoked locally to accomplish the task; this function may be executed sequentially or in parallel.
  - The frame is sent to some \textit{registered remote system}, which will get the work done, once again either sequentially or in parallel.
Figure 2: Architecture overview of a target system

- Necessary data flow coordination must be observed using appropriate mechanisms around the common data region.

- Relation between the interpretive frames and source code is well documented internally for diagnostic and debugging purpose. This will use web information technology including linked databases.

The distinction between local processor and registered remote system would be application dependent, a machine on the same local area network may be considered local or remote for different situations.

We distinguish fine grain parallelism (threads or data parallelism) within the local data region and typical coarse grain parallelism coming from metaproblems. As we are implementing in separate research (WebFlow), web technology can naturally implement coarse grain parallelism using networks of Java servers (Jeeves, Jigsaw) and emerging concepts such as Javabeans, [57], [16]. These issues are interesting but not the subject of this proposal.

C-3.1. Component descriptions

In what follows, we'll give a brief introduction to each of the components in the system. This introduction is not supposed to be a complete description of either the system or
components. It serves as an outline on possible issues or techniques that one may encounter or employ when trying to construct such a system. It's also not our intention to deal with all the issues raised here in subsequent research, or try to incorporate all known techniques in a system. Rather, the research will be concentrated on identifying and evaluating those key issues and techniques which when integrated together properly constitute an optimal hybrid language system.

C-3.1.1. II/CVM compiler

The function of the II/CVM compiler (or frame processor) is to generate a partially ordered set of frames for the virtual machine to execute. It will be composed of the following parts:

- Language front-end
- Program analyzer/restructurer
- Interpretive frame generator
- Coordination interface

We propose the following features in each part.

**Language front-end** The language front-end is similar to that in a conventional compiler[39]. It will perform syntax and semantics checking on input programs, and construct an intermediate representation of the source code.

The intermediate representation may be some lower level language or even a set of highly structured data items, recording the information in the source program for efficient manipulation later in the frame processor. The design and implementation of the language front-end will make use of research and development results from the PCRC project conducted in NPAC, Syracuse University, in particular, the HPF front-end [40].

**Program analyzer/restructurer** The program analyzer/restructurer is used to obtain control flow and data flow information from the intermediate representation of the source program, and prepare things necessary for frame generator. Its main purpose is to identify and organize the parallelism in the program.

Both task parallelism and data parallelism may be exploited. While we are not emphasizing, in this effort, fine-tuned loop analysis techniques that aim at parallel execution of a loop, we'll concentrate on discovering coarse-grained task units that can be independently processed by either local or remote computational runtimes. Fine grain data parallelism will be handled by the runtime system.
Parallelism in program can be derived either explicitly or implicitly. For example, the explicit thread mechanism in Java language provides a simple yet effective way for expressing task parallelism, and an array of threads is effectively equivalent to the `FORALL` construct as in HPF. Recent progress in HPF project[41] helps us understand more about data parallel processing. An experimental work on “High Performance Java” conducted in NPAC has also provided us some insight on parallel execution of Java programs, [35].

On the other hand, techniques developed in parallelizing compiler, particularly interprocedural and data flow and dependence analysis related methods[46], [44], [42], may be used to explore implicit parallelism among chunks of code segments.

Aside from this, pattern matching methods will be used to recognize some special frames which correspond to pre-compiled computational library functions, though maybe executed sequentially. This will be addressed more deeply in the section on the computational library.

**Interpretive frame generator** An interpretive frame is a machine-independent task description. We do not understand yet exactly how this will be implemented, but a typical form of it will be a type of data package associated with a name of function that has been implemented in the pre-compiled runtime.

The machine-independent feature is needed by the execution mechanism, since a frame may be executed somewhere else in Internet. Like Java bytecode, frames on different machine should be the same, so that the task can be dispatched onto different resources. Unlike Java bytecode, the granularity of the frames may vary significantly. The execution expressed by a frame possibly ranges from a simple scalar assignment statement to a complicated computational procedure. This allows the potential power of pre-compiled computational library to be fully exploited.

Dependence relation among frames will be maintained in terms of a partially ordered set. As we described earlier, parallel activities are distributed over local interpretive module, local runtime library, and remote runtime libraries. The dependence relation is used by scheduler to dispatch frames at proper times.

**Coordination interface** The coordination interface refers to both the interface between the frame processor and scheduler, and the interface between the programmer and frame processor.

The simplest form of coordinating interface may be, just like Java language, an intermediate file, which is generated by the frame processor and then interpreted and debugged on the virtual machine.

A more ambitious design is that the user may have more interactive interface with the system. This may includes a programming editing environment, communications between the environment with the interpreter and the communication manager directly. Therefore it
is possible for a more user-friendly environment that supports things like program tracing, error reporting or even letting user dynamically interfere with the system scheduler.

C-3.1.2. Scheduler

The scheduler module is aimed at management of the set of interpretive frames generated by the frame processor, determination of the execution modes of them [24], and coordination of the execution sequence. As mentioned earlier, a frame may be executed in one of the three distinct ways: locally interpreted by interpretive module, locally executed by an invocation to a local runtime function, or sent to some registered remote system, which has specific computational facilities, for execution. When doing the computation, the scheduler will monitor the execution of the interpretive frames, and return the results back to the II/CVM compiler, for the purpose of interactive interface to the users.

The execution by local runtime or remote runtime may be sequential or in parallel. We emphasis both because sequential execution in this context is also meaningful. For one thing, it’s pre-compiled, which presumably delivers higher performance than interpretation. For another, some components of the problem, perhaps because of their small size, may not be suitable for parallel execution. This way, we still can make use of them.

Making use of remote computing resources on the Internet presents much more complicated problems. Many research and development projects are aimed at this direction. Indeed, with rapid growth of Internet, all the computer servers on the Internet form a super-parallel computer system around the globe. And each day, there are hundreds of computers added into the picture. Millions of connected computers collectively deliver a vast amount of CPU cycles every second, which is certainly underutilized nowadays. Effectively making use of this global computing ability for scientific computing is many people’s dream [33].

However as we have emphasized, this proposal is aimed at the use of web infrastructure for the hybrid support of the fine grain synchronization and optimization issues for scientific environments. The scheduler through the communication manager will link to coarse grain computational systems that aim to support web based metacomputing. These we assume will be layered on top of the work we proposed here.

There are many interesting issues in this area, such as resource management, task migration, security, and fault tolerance, etc, where we will limit ourselves to a very simple strategy, since these issues are not our focus in this proposed effort.

More specifically, our resource management will be simply based on registration. A frame will only be sent to registered remote server. Further, the functionalities of those remote servers are limited to pre-compiled scientific and engineering libraries. The remote servers will not talk to each other. There will be no fault tolerance mechanism built in the system. They are assumed to be reliable.
Thus, a simple, static resource bank is adequate for the scheduler to determine where to dispatch a frame.

C-3.1.3. Interpretive module

The interpretive module in the system is a functional unit to execute “small” frames.

Basically, three kinds of frames will be generated by the frame processor of the system. The scheduler will let them invoke remote computation resources, the computational library and the interpreter respectively. The interpretive module usually will handle the computation in the source program which can not be formulated as a call to runtime, either locally or remotely.

The implementation of this module is relatively easy. A set of procedures will be enough for the purpose. Given the availability and popularity of Java, we may just use the corresponding part in Java virtual machine as the interpretive module in our system.

C-3.1.4. Computational library

More generally, we may call it a runtime library with emphasis on CPU intensive computation. The purpose of this module is two-fold: efficient execution of compiled code as opposed to slower interpretation for well formed program segments; parallel execution of typical parallelizable subtasks in scientific and engineering applications.

As we know, library techniques have been very successful in supporting compiled programming languages. With existence of pre-compiled library functions, application developers can focus on the application problems and algorithms themselves.

Libraries, existing as part of runtime, are also playing a very important role in interpreted systems. This is best exampled by graphics capability built in Java virtual machine. As part of our Darpa PCRC activity, we are building Java native class interfaces to computational library we have built to support HPF compilation. We expect many more such optimized libraries to become available for the Java VM.

Over the past years, many different kinds of libraries have been provided for scientific computing. But most of them are developed for supporting compiled languages, namely, they exist in the form of object code to be linked with caller’s object code. This is the traditional way of providing the library functions for computing. We will study the mechanisms that efficiently link interpreters with the libraries in our integrated system.

Another critical aspect of our computational library is parallel computing support. A parallel library should be a collection of high performance mathematical subroutines used by application programmers to solve large problems [34], [38]. From the II/CVM compiler, we will get a partially ordered set of interpretive frames. While the parallelism among
different frames is seen by the scheduler, parallel library routines are aimed at exploiting parallelism within a frame.

Another issue or opportunity brought up by the idea of integration of interpreter and pre-compiled computational runtime support is that the routines in the library may not only be some well-known scientific function, such as solving a system of equations, etc. A routine may also correspond to some typical program segment pattern. Identifying and formulating those patterns will be part of our research agenda.

C-3.1.5. Communication manager

As we have observed, there are two kinds of parallelism in the system, task parallelism among different frames and possible data parallelism within a frame, each suitable for some specific parallel processing applications, respectively. When the scheduler module determines that there exists task parallelism in the interpretive frames, and that especially some frames are needed to be sent out to external systems, the communication manager module comes into the play. It will keep track of external resources and let the scheduler know when something is finished.

The communication manager should talk to a counterpart in registered remote server. As explained earlier, the communication manager is important for a complete architecture but will not be a major focus for this research.

C-3.1.6. Data region

The data region is a memory space in the virtual machine which holds the global data of the problem. It is initialized according to the problem size when the program started.

Since the global data may be changed by the interpretive module, the computational library and communication manager, synchronization method for these three parts is needed here. For simplicity, message passing method will be used and remote socket communication among process in UNIX system will serve this purpose.

Some data will need to be moved between the data region and remote memory locations in external system. Communication channels will be built up between Java virtual machine memory and other memory pages with message passing native classes. We have built an MPI interface to Java which can be used here.

C-3.2. A three year research plan

Year 1: Environment setup and experiment design.

The goal is to reach a design of a set of experiments on key issues and techniques possibly involved in the hybrid language system as described above.
The completion of the design is signified by a detailed description of the experiments and establishment of an effective environment that allows the experiments to be conducted. Thus, with the architecture proposed above on mind, we'll work on collecting and testing various tools and infrastructure needed for experiment and issue investigation, with emphasis on integration of the tools. For instance, we may use Sun's Java front-end generator JACK to produce a front-end; we may use Stanford's SUIF package to serve as a basis for program analysis; and our own PCRC runtime may be used as a major component of the computation library, etc. Clearly, finding the most suitable tools and 'gluing' them together requires substantial research.

**Year 2:** Build initial system, conduct experiments and data analysis.

The goal is to obtain some meaningful quantitative conclusions on the impact of various issues and techniques on the performance of typical scientific and engineering applications.

The detailed agenda will depend on the first year's work. But in general we'll try to conduct the experiments along several different fronts. We will identify a few key benchmark problems of appropriate intermediate complexity which can be run with several different parameter choices. We can expect the tradeoff between interpretation and compilation to be very sensitive to problem size.

In this second year, we expect to have several modules of the system of Figure 2 operational but not yet a full integration.

**Year 3:** New idea testing and system integration.

The goal is to arrive at an operational system that demonstrates merits of integration of interpretation and compilation technologies. This system will be derived from the experimental environment, but it may or may not be of the same architecture or execution mechanism as we described in previous subsections. Obviously findings during the first two years of research may suggest new approaches that improve overall performance and usability.

**C-3.3. International collaboration**

Substantial collaboration among NPAC at Syracuse University, USA, and Computer Science Department of Peking University, China, and Computer Science Department of Harbin Institute of Technology, China will be a distinctive feature of our working plan. This is enabled by our successful collaborative activities in both research and education areas during past two years.

Since arrival of Dr. Xiaoming Li at NPAC as a visiting scholar in January, 1995, who then was a professor in Computer Science Department of Harbin Institute of Technology
and now is a professor in Computer Science Department of Peking University, NPAC has been engaged in several significant and highly visible activities with those two universities and other Chinese institutes, including:

- In summer of 1995 and 1996, NPAC director, Geoffrey Fox and senior project manager Don Leskiw were invited to visit China. During these trips, they gave talks on various topics ranging from traditional HPCC and contemporary web technology in nine Chinese universities and research institutes, including Peking University, Tsinghua University, Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Beijing University of Post and Telecommunication, Harbin Institute of Technology. Zhejiang University, Northwest University, Northwest Polytechnical University, and Institute of Computing Technology. These visits uncovered great interests in collaboration in basic research.

- Started from March and ended in July of 1996, NPAC conducted an Experimental Internet Based Computational Science Education Program. Five graduate students from Harbin Institute of Technology participated in the program. Course materials and instructions were delivered by an NPAC instructor to China via Internet on a weekly basis. Students also submitted their homework and raised questions back to NPAC via the Internet. This program caused a sensation in Chinese media. Almost all major newspapers and TV stations reported it. Upon completion, all students expressed very positive opinions about the program.

- Correspondingly, NPAC received a delegation of “Pan Deng” Programme (a national programme sponsored by Commission of Science and Technology of China) in December of 1995, a delegation from a key national software lab of China in February of 1996, Professor Zheng Weimin of Tsinghua University in August of 1996, and a delegation of 863 Programme in November of 1996.

- Also, coordinated by Dr. Xiaoming Li, a group in Harbin Institute of Technology, a group in Peking University, and NPAC Parallel Software Systems group have collaboratively developed a quality public domain HPF front-end, and a joint HPF compiler effort is ongoing.

From the above substantial activities, we have established a solid base for further collaboration with Chinese researchers. Inviting Dr. Xiaoming Li as an ‘official’ participant of this project, who will be visiting NPAC every summer, will strengthen this collaboration. In fact, a group of faculty members and graduate students has been formed in his Peking university and a similar project is being simultaneously proposed to Chinese NSF.

Graduated from Stevens Institute of Technology in 1986, Dr. Xiaoming Li is an active computer scientist in China. He has published three books, more than 40 technical papers,
and led several sponsored projects, in parallel processing, computer architecture, artificial intelligence, as well as graph theory. Awarded many grants by various Chinese agencies, he is also a Fellow of Chinese Computer Federation and a member of Advisory Committee for Higher Education in Computer Science, appointed by the Education Commission of China. He also served as program committee chair of 1991 International Conference for Young Computer Scientists, Beijing, China, and program committee chair of the First National Symposium for Young Reliability Professionals, Qinhuang Dao, China.

We value the collaboration with Dr. Xiaoming Li, and believe his participation in this project adds significantly to its quality.

C-4. Related work

We’ll first summarize other people’s work in related areas such as interpreter, compiler, and parallel runtime in the context of Java programming language, followed by a review of the applicant’s other related activities and research results.

Other related research topics

There was active research in the early 70’s, as to whether a language would be best executed in interpreted or compiled form. People had well understood and agreed on the advantages and disadvantages of both. Reference [1] presents a typical analysis at that time. The basic conclusion was that interpreter was too slow to be widely useful.

As microprocessors and personal computers became popular in late 70’s and early 80’s, use of an interpreter was once again favored by some people and applications. Reference [2] and [4] promoted the use of interpreters and discussed techniques employed in construction of interpreters. Since then, more interpretive language systems have been built. Among them, there are the popular BASIC, Perl, etc., which are still in widespread use.

Nevertheless, the compilation-execution paradigm was still a main stream technology in language processing due to its continuously improved performance and introduction of tools and environments that help program development process. Relatively speaking, we have seen much more progress and advancement in compiler technology than in interpreter technology during past 15-20 years. This is evidenced by vast amount of literatures on compilers, in contrast to a little on interpreters during those years.

The popularization of World Wide Web and advent of Java programming language [9] have injected new energy into interpretation technology. Besides its traditional advantages, interpretation has also proved its value in cross-platform executability and security [10]. This development has already motivated some dedicated research in interpreters such as project Rocky being conducted in University of Washington [5].
There is substantial research on optimizing Java both in academia and industry, including industry leaders such as Sun and Microsoft. Many issues are being explored, we note

- Optimizing Java compilers

IBM is developing optimizing Java compiler that produces binary code for IBM machine directly (reported by Susan Flynn Hummel of IBM at Workshop on Java for Scientific Computing, Dec., 1996)

- Just in Time compilers

Kaffe system by Tim Wilkinson, http://www.tjwassoc.demon.co.uk/kaffe/faq.htm

- Optimization and restructuring of bytecode generated by javac

Rice University, reported by Zoran Budimlic of Rice at the Workshop on Java for Scientific Computing, Dec., 1996.

Rochester University, reported by Wei Li at the Workshop on Java for Scientific Computing, Dec., 1996.

- Parallel execution of Java program by making connection between Java and well established message passing systems

JavaPVM from Georgia Tech. This is an interface written using Java native methods capability which allows Java applications to use PVM facility.
http://www.isye.gatech.edu/chmsr/JavaPVM/

JPVM from University of Virginia. This is a PVM-like library of object classes implemented in and for use with Java.
http://www.cs.virginia.edu/~ajfzj/jpvm.html

HPJava from Syracuse University. This is an experimental work demonstrated at Supercomputing’96, which links Java with MPI.
http://www.npact.syr.edu/user/gcf/hpjava.html

- Java source restructuring

JavaC from Indiana University. This is a parallelizer for Java programs, see
http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/hpjava/
Parallel interpretation of bytecode

IBM JVM, released in spring 1996, an implementation of JVM on shared memory architectures.

UIUC, newly started a project aiming at parallel interpretation of Java bytecode (private communication.)

We believe that this other work confirms the importance of our proposed research activity. However we believe that we have identified many issues where substantial research is still needed and to which we can make meaningful contribution.

Applicant's related work

Fox has worked on parallel programming environments for the last 15 years with the early focus being message passing, [14], [12].

Since 1987 he has collaborated first with Ken Kennedy and then others, on parallel high level languages—especially Fortran. This work was largely part of Fox's activity in CRPC (The Center of Research in Parallel Computation) which played a major role in the development of HPF with prototype compilers and community language definition [15]. This led a major project from ARPA to develop in collaboration with Rice a prototype High Performance Fortran (Fortran90) compiler, including a High Performance Fortran interpreter that was demonstrated at Supercomputing’93, [6], [13]. This early HPF compiler was licensed by the Portland Group whose resultant commercial product is quite highly regarded. The prototype HPF interpreter was our first study of some of the issues we wish to follow up in this proposal.

We believe Web technology is now advanced enough that we can actually build and study sophisticated interpreters (linked to compilers) for science and engineering computation which were prohibitively expensive in 1994 when we decided not to proceed further with our HPF interpreter. In fact the MOVIE system built by Fumanski and used as basis of HPF interpreter, lovingly constructed many of the capabilities now offered as pervasive robust technology by the Web (and especially Java).

Fox is now the PI of another major Darpa project, the parallel compiler runtime consortium (PCRC), which is developing a common runtime for high performance (data parallel) languages including Fortran C++ and Java. This project is a collaboration with Cooperating Systems, Florida, Harvard, Indiana, Maryland, Rochester, Rice and Texas.

Fox has recently focused on looking at the opportunities for using Web technologies to improve the infrastructure and functionality of scientific and engineering programming environments, [57], [16]. In particular, Fox was the Chair of Workshop on Java for Scientific Computing held in Syracuse, Dec., 1996, and he will be co-chairing the ACM 1997 Workshop
on Java for Science and Engineering Computation to be held in Las Vegas, Nevada, June 21, 1997. Some of the ideas discussed here have come from discussion in the PetaFloP initiative where a set of meetings in which Fox played an active role, has discussed the software and hardware issues of possible parallel systems 10 years from now, [56]. Related research has built a Web based virtual programming laboratory which was used in a parallel computing class last semester and is being tried out in Cornell’s Virtual Workshop at this time, [55]. This technology supports HPF and MPI in a user friendly environment and we believe that interpreted environments - as we propose to investigate here - are very promising for improving HPCC education and training.
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1970-1971 Millikan Research Fellow in Theoretical Physics, Caltech
1970 Visiting Scientist (April-May), Brookhaven National Laboratory
1969-1970 Research Fellow at Peterhouse College, Cavendish Lab., Cambridge
1967-1968 Member of School of Natural Science, Inst. for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey


Journal Editorships:
Associate: Journal of Supercomputing,

Selected List of Publications:

Summary of Interests: Fox leads an significant project to develop prototype high performance Fortran compilers and their runtime support. He is also a leading proponent for the development of computational science as an academic discipline and a scientific method. He has established at Syracuse University both graduate and undergraduate programs which cover both simulation and information technologies. All course have been made available on the Web and his research includes HPCC technology to support education at both K-12 and University level. His research on parallel computing has focused on development and use of this technology to solve large scale computational problems. Fox directs InfoMail, which is focused on accelerating the introduction of high speed communications and parallel computing into New York State industry and developing the corresponding software and systems industry.

Ph.D Advisor: Dr. Richard Eden Cambridge University, England
Xiaoming Li

Address: Computer Science Dept., Peking University, Beijing 100871, People's Republic of China, (will be visiting NPAC and working on the project during summer time.)


Professional Experience:

1997-: Professor of Computer Science, Peking University
1995-1997: Visiting Research Scientist, Syracuse University
1989-1997: Professor of Computer Science, Harbin Institute of Technology
1988-1989: Postdoctoral researcher, Harbin Institute of Technology
1987: Assistant Professor, EECS Dept., Stevens Institute of Technology
1983-1986: Teaching Assistant, EECS Dept., Stevens Institute of Technology
1991: Program Committee Chair of 1991 International Conference for Young Computer Scientists, Beijing, China.
1994: Program Committee Chair of the First National Symposium for Young Reliability Professionals, Qinhuang Dao, China.
1991-: Member of Advisory Committee for Higher Education in Computer Science, appointed by Education Commission of China
1986-: Member of Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE CS, New York Academy of Sciences

Awards and Honors: Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award (Stevens Tech, 1986), Chou Peiyuan International Academic Exchange Award (Chinese Science and Technology Association, 1991), Fellow of Chinese Computer Federation (1992-).

Research Projects Accomplished (as PI):

Reliable Network Topology (1990-1992, Grant from the Education Commission of China)

Processor Architecture for MPP systems (1993.9 – 1995.9, Grant from the Education Commission of China)

Selected List of Publications:


Ph.D Advisor: Dr. F. T. Boesch, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey.

Yuhong Wen

Address: 111 College Place, Northeast Parallel Architecture Center (NPAC), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY, 13244
Education:

B.S., Department of Computer Science and technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P.R.China, (1985-1990).
M.S., Department of Computer Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P.R.China, (1990-1991).
Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P.R.China, (1991-1994).

Professional Experience:

June, 1996 – Present: Research Scientist at Northeast Parallel Architecture Center (NPAC), Syracuse University
Dec., 1994 – June, 1996: Assistant Professor at Tsinghua University

Awards and Honors: Excellent Graduate Student Award (Tsinghua University, 1990, 1994)

Research Projects Participated:

Parallel Compiler Runtime Consortium (PCRC) Northeast Parallel Architecture Center (NPAC), Syracuse University (June, 1996 – Present)
High Performance Cluster Workstation System National 863 High-Technology Project Tsinghua University, P.R.China (1994 – June, 1996)
Parallel Programming Environment Research and Design National 863 High-Technology Project Tsinghua University, P.R.China (1992 – 1994)
PGR (Parallel Graph Reduction) Parallel Accelerator National 863 High-Technology Project Tsinghua University, P.R.China Won National Second Prize (1991 – 1992)
VLIW Architecture and Compiler Techniques National 863 High-Technology Project Tsinghua University, P.R.China (1990 – 1991)
Distributed Knowledge Base System Research and Design National 7th Five-year project Tsinghua University, P.R.China (1989 – 1990)

Selected List of Publications:


Ph.D Advisor: Prof. Dingxing Wang, Department of Computer Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P.R.China

Guansong Zhang

Address:
NPAC,Syracuse University, 111 College Place, Syracuse, NY, 13244, U.S.A.

Education:

Professional Experience:
1995: Research scientist, NPAC, Syracuse University
1992-1995: Teaching Assistant, CS Dept., Harbin Institute of Technology

Awards and Honors:
Anchongen scholarship for outstanding postgraduate student (HIT, 1995)
Research Projects Accomplished:

Data Parallel Processing Based on Networked Workstations (1994-1995, Grant from the Commission of National Defence Industry)


Distributed Computing Architecture (1989-1992, Grant from the Ministry of Aerospace, China)

Research Projects Working on:

Frontend system implementation and integration
HPF compiler and PCRC run time library

Selected List of Publications:


Ph.D Advisor:

Dr. Xiaoming Li, Computer Science Department, Peking University, Beijing 100871, People’s Republic of China.
H. Facilities, equipment, and other resources

Local Computer Facilities

NPAC has a substantial computer infrastructure, including networked workstations, Mac and PC equipment, and various parallel computers. Parallel and distributed platforms include a 12-node IBM SP2, an 8-node DEC Alphafarm interconnected with a GigaSwitch, an 8-node Sun UltraSPARC cluster which will be interconnected with an ATM network shortly. These clusters are shared by all NPAC users, but available in dedicated parallel mode on a reservation basis. An 8-CPU SGI machine with R10000 processors is also available, providing a shared-memory parallel platform for testing purposes.

NPAC has a system support group which handles day to day operation and maintenance of the computer facilities.

Office

NPAC provides adequate office facilities for all participants.

Major equipment

The computer systems described above constitute the major equipment for this effort.

Other resources

NPAC provides basic secretarial services, duplicating, and the like.